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Dear Tapori Newsletter reader !

As already mentioned we are rethinking our Newsletter and want to take
people’s advice into account in order to do that.
From NOW ON the Newsletter will be published every two Months.
It is important to us to publish it at the same time in other languages
so that many children in different countries may read it.

Some children wrote that they are sad not to receive it anymore every month.
But we hope that you understand the reason.

TAPORI is a worldwide network of children whose motto is :

“We want all children to have the same opportunities !”

The name Tapori was chosen by Joseph Wresinski as a sign of solidarity with the poorest
children. Joseph Wresinski, founder of the International Movement ATD Fourth World, grew up
in poverty. While traveling in India, he met very poor children called Taporis living in train
stations and caring for each other. He later wrote to other children : “You are like the Taporis
when you look out for others. You can find ways to make the world a better place
and get rid of poverty ”.

Today, thousand of children between 7 and 13 years old, across many different countries and
continents, are connected through the Tapori newsletter.
TAPORI - ATD Forth World- Chemin Galiffe, 5 -1201 Geneva - Switzerland

Activity
In the last Tapori Newsletter we asked you to write about what you do in your village,

your area and to speak about the IMPORTANT People who play a vital role there

for everyone.

In this Newsletter you will discover the story of Fatna. Maybe you also have some ideas in

order to improve life; make it more livable,

POSTER

more beautiful for all of us !

Why don’t you paint a poster ?

You may represent yourself and your group of

friends, or you may answer the following

question :

IF YOU were President, village chief, or Mayor of your
country, your town, your area
OR IF together you would have to run your country,
your town, your area
WHAT would you do ? And HOW would you do it ?

Send the poster or its photo to the following address :

Tapori

Created by the children during the
Week-end Tapori in Switzerland

Chemin Galiffe 5
1201 Geneva,
Switzerland

or : tapori@tapori.org

